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Abstract 
Recently, a new approach to analyze genomes evolving which is based on comparision of gene 
orders versus traditional comparision of DNA sequences was proposed (Sankoff et al. 1992). The 
approach is based on the global rearrangements (e.g., inversions and transpositions of fragments). 
Analysis of genomes evolving by inversions and transpositions leads to a combinatorial problem 
of sorting by reversals and transpositions, i.e., sorting of a permutation using reversals and 
transpositions of arbitrary fragments. We study sorting of signed permutations by reversals and 
transpositions, a problem which adequately models genome rearrangements, as the genes in DNA 
are oriented. We establish a lower bound and give a 2-approximation algorithm for the problem. 
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1. Introduction 
Sequence comparison in computational molecular biology is a powetil tool for 
deriving evolutional and fundamental relationships between genes. However, classical 
alignment algorithms handle only local mutations (i.e., insertions, deletions, and sub- 
stitutions of nucleotides) and ignore global rearrangements (i.e., inversions and trans- 
positions of long fragments). Palmer and Herbon studied the rearrangements of mi- 
tochondrial genomes of Brassica (cabbage) and Brassica campestris (turnip) which 
are very closely related (many genes are 99-99.9% identical) [lo]. They found that 
these molecules, which are almost identical in gene sequence, differ dramatically in 
gene order (see Fig. 1). Other studies indicated that the classical methods of sequence 
comparision are not very usefil to analyze highly rearranged genomes [7,9]. Those 
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Fig. 1. “Transfomation” of cabbage into turnip. 
works and many others showed that genome rearrangements is a common mode of 
molecular evolution in mitochondrial, chloroplast, viral and bacterial DNA [l-3,5,6]. 
Genomes evolve by inversions and transpositions as well as more simple operations 
of deletion, insertion and duplication of fragments. Classical alignment algorithms have 
been used to analyze the local mutations of genomes. In this paper, we consider the 
problem of genome evolutions based on global rearrangements (reversals and transpo- 
sitions). Analysis of such genome evolutions invloves solving a combinatorial “puzzle” 
to find a shortest series of reversals/transpostions from one genome into another. For 
genomes consisting of small number of “blocks” the shortest series may be found by 
the “pen-and-pencil” method. For example, Palmer et al. [6, IO] showed that Cabbage 
can be transformed into Turnip in three reversals as shown in Fig. 1. However, for 
genomes of large number of blocks, to find the solution is far beyond the possibilities 
of the “pen-and-pencil” methods. Recently, a computational approach to analyze the 
rearrangements of genomes was proposed by Sankoff et al. [l 11. Representing the or- 
ders of genes by a permutation, analysis of genomes evolving leads to a combinatorial 
problem of sorting a permutation by reversals/transpositions. 
Let rc = rcir~...q, be a permutation of {1,2 ,..., n}. Sorting 7~ by reversals/transpo- 
sitions is to transform n into the identity I = ( 12 . . . n) by reversing and/or trans- 
posing arbitrary fragments of K. Assume that the orders of genes in two genomes 
are represented by ‘II and I, respectively. The minimum number of operations (rever- 
sals/transpositions) of sorting rc is used to measure the divergence between the genomes. 
In general, it is computationally difficult to fmd the minimum number of operations 
for sorting rc. For example, sorting 7c by reversals only is known to be NP-hard [4]. 
Approximation algorithms for sorting of rt have been studied extensively since 1992 
[2,3,6,8]. For a permutation rc, let d(n) be the minimum number of operations to 
sort x into I. An a-approximation algorithm for sorting a permutation is an algorithm 
which, given any rt, finds a series of operations pt,. . . , pt such that pi,. . . ,pt sort n into 
I and t satisfies d(n) < t < ad(n). Kececioglu and Sankoff [8] gave a 2-approximation 
algorithm for sorting of n by reversals only. The error bound of 2 was improved to 
(7/4) by Bafna and Pevzner [3]. A (3/2)-approximation algorithm for sorting of n by 
transposition only was given by Bama and Pevzner [2]. 
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A signed permutation is a permutation rc on { 1,2,. . . , n} with + or - sign associated 
with every element Xi of rc. For example, (+ 1 - 5 + 4 - 3 + 2) is a signed permutation 
of { 1,2,3,4,5}. The identity of signed pemumtations is (+ 1 + 2 + . . . + n). Signed 
permutations are more revelant to genomes rearrangements, since genes are oriented in 
DNA sequences. Hennenhalli and Pevzner [6] gave a polynomial-time algorithm which 
finds the minimum number of reversals for a signed permutation. 
Bahia and Pevzner [2] suggested the sorting by reversals and transformations si- 
multaneously as an approach for understanding the genomes rearrangements related 
to mammalian genome evolution, viral evolution, and so on. We consider sorting of 
signed permutations by reversals and transpositions simultaneously. For a permutation 
71 = 7clrQ... rc, (rci, rci+r ) is called a breakpoint if Irci - ni+r 1 # 1. Obviously, any 
reversal/transposition acts on at most three breakpoints and thus, can reduce at most 3 
breakpoints. Let b(n) be the number of breakpoints in rc. Then b(x)/3 is a trivial lower 
bound for sorting rc into I (I has no breakpoint). Although it was shown that some 
permutations of n elements take at least n/2 operations to be sorted [ 121, b(z)/3 is the 
only known generalized lower bound. In this paper, we first establish a non-trivial gen- 
eralized lower bound on the number of operations for sorting signed permutations by 
reversals and transpositions simultaneously. Then we give a sorting algorithm, Based 
on the established lower bound, we show that the algorithm is a 2-approximation algo- 
rithm. Some other works related to the above are: Sudborough gave an algorithm for 
sorting of an unsigned permutation by reversals and transpositions [12]. The algorithm 
sorts a permutation of length n in at most 2n/3 operations. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give the 
definitions and notations of the paper. Section 3 gives the lower bound on the number 
of operations for sorting of signed permutations. We show the approximation algorithm 
in Section 4. The final section concludes the paper. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let rc = (7c17c2 . ..rc.) be a permutation of {1,2 ,..., n}. For l<i < j<n + 1, a 
reversal r(i,j) is the permutation 
( 
l...i- 1 i i+l...j-1 j...n 
> l...i-1 j-l...i+l ij...n ’ 
7c . r(i,j) = 711. . ni_17c_l . ..xi+lni7rj.. . 7cn, i.e., n . r(i,j) has the effect of reversing 
the order of rti,rti+i,... ,Xj_t.For l<i<j<n+l and l<k<n+l withk$[i,j],a 
transposition t(i,j, k) is the permutation 
( 
l...i-1 ii+l...j-lj...k-1 k...n 
l...i- 1 j...k- 1 i i+l...j-1 k...n > ’ 
K.t(i,j,k) = al...ni_l~jrj...nk-lg...7Lj_171k...~,, i.e., ~~*t(i,j,k) has the effect of 
moving Ki7Li+i . ..rC-i to anew locationofrrbetween r&__1 andrck. For l<i < j<n+l 
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and 16 k<n + 1 with k rj! [i,j], a reuersal+transposition rt(i,j, k) is the permutation 
l...i-1 ii+l...j-lj...k-1 k...n 
l...i-lj...k-1 j-l...i+lik...n 
n:. rt(i,j, t) = 711 . . .7ti_lnj.. . ~~k-l~~j-1 . . .7ti+lnink.. . n,, i.e., n * rt(i,j,k) has the effect 
of reversing 71i71j+i . . . nj-1 and then moving rr-i . . . xi to a new location of x be- 
tween rck-1 and r&. We will call the reversal, transposition, and reversal+transposition 
operations. 
Example 1. Let TC = (14352). Then rc+r(1,4) = (34152), rcat(1,4,5) = (51432), and 
rc. rt(1,4,5) = (53412). 
The distance between two permutations 7t and c is the minimum number of opera- 
tions PI,..., pt such that rc . p1 . p2 . . . pr = cr. Note that the distance between rc and a 
equals to that between a-‘rc and the identity Z = (12.. . n). Thus, we only concentrate 
on finding the distance d(n) between K and I. 
A signed permutation is a permutation rc on { 1,2,. . . , n} with + or - sign associated 
with every element rti of rc. For example, (+l - 5 + 4 - 3 + 2) is a signed permutation. 
The identity Z = (+ 1 + 2 . . . + n). A reversal r(i,j) on a signed permutation changes 
both the order and the signs of the elements within the fragment Xini+i . . . nj_i (see 
Fig. 1). In this paper, we are interested in finding the minimum number of operations 
to sort a signed permutation into the identity (+I + 2. . . + n). 
Bafna and Pevzner introduced the notion of breakpoint graph in their study for 
sorting by reversals only [3,6]. Since our argument is also based on the breakpoint 
graph, we introduce it in some details here. 
Let rr be an arbitrary unsigned permutation. Extend rc = ret 7~2 . . . n, by adding rrs = 0 
and x,+1 = n + 1. Let i - j if Ii - jl = 1. We call a pair of consecutive elements 
ni and xi+1 an adjacency if ni N ni+i, otherwise a breakpoint. Define a breakpoint 
graph G(n) of rc as follows: There are n + 2 nodes 0, 1,2,. . . , n, n + 1 in G(rc). There 
is a grey edge between i and j if i N j and i, j are not consecutive in rc. There is a 
black edge between i and j if (i, j) is a breakpoint. The graph G(x) for n = (213645) 
is given in Fig. 2. Notice that the number of grey edges equals to the number of black 
edges in G(n), and equals to the number of breakpoints in 7~. The breakpoint graph 
G(Z) for the identity Z has no edge. 
Define a transformation from a signed permutation rc of n elements to an unsigned 
permutation rc’ of 2n elements as follows: replace +i with (2i - 1,2i) and replace -i 
with (2i, 2i - 1) for 1 < i <n. Notice that the identity Z = (+ 1 + 2. . . + n) is transformed 
into the unsigned identity I’ = (1234.. . (2n - 1)2n). Given any sequence of operations 
Pl,..., pt which transforms rc into a, obviously, there is a sequence pi,. . . , pi which 
transforms x’ into a’. On the other hand, for any sequence of operations pi,. . . , pi 
transforming rc’ and a’ such that no operation breaks any pair of (2i- 1,2i) or (2i, 2i- 1) 
for 1 <i < n, then there is a sequence of operations ~1,. . . , pt that transforms n into a. In 
what follows, we assume that any operation on the transformed unsigned permutation 
never breaks any pair of (2i - 1,2i) or (2i,2i - 1). Based on this assumption, the 
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---- grey edge 
-black edge 
permutation=(213645) 
&?$& An alternating cycle 
Fig. 2. The breakpoint graph G(n) of n = (213645). 
+l -5 +4 -3 +2 
Fig. 3. The breakpoint graph G(z) of n = (+l - 5 + 4 - 3 + 2). 
signed permutation ?I and the transformed unsigned permutation rr’ are equivalent for 
our purpose. When we refer to the breakpoint graph of a signed permutation, it is 
implied that we refer to the breakpoint graph of the transformed unsigned permutation. 
Fig. 3 gives the breakpoint graph of G(rc) for rc = (+ 1 - 5 + 4 - 3 + 2). 
A sequence of distinct nodes ur, ~2,. . , v, is called a segment in a graph G if 
(ui,ui+r) E E(G) for ldidm - 1. A sequence of nodes UI,V~,...,U~ = vr is called 
a cycle in a graph G if (vi, vi+1 ) E E(G) for 1 <i <m - 1. A cycle/segment in a 
breakpoint graph G is called alternating if the colors of every two consecutive edges 
of this cycle are distinct. We define the length of an alternating cycle the number of 
black edges (breakpoints) in the cycle. For example, cycle 9,7,6,8,9 of the graph G(x) 
in Fig. 3 is alternating and has length 2. The following properties of the breakpoint 
graph of a signed permutation can be verified easily. 
Lemma 1. For the breakpoint graph G(x) of a signed permutation x, 
1. the grey degree and the black degree of each node in G(x) are the same and equal 
to either 0 or 1, 
2. each connected component of G(z) is an alternating cycle, 
3. each alternating cycle has at least 2 grey (black) edges. 
In what follows, we use cycle for alternating cycle unless otherwise stated. 
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3. The lower bound 
Let n be a permutation, p an operation, and A’ = II 4 p. Let b(n) and b(n’) be 
the number of the breakpoints in x and rc’, respectively. Since p acts on at most three 
breakpoints, lb(7r)-b(x’)l< 3. From this, a trivial lower bound on sorting any permuta- 
tion is b(7t)/3. Now, we give a better lower bound on sorting signed permutations. The 
new lower bound is based on the following observation. Let p = t(i,j,k) be a trans- 
position on a permutation a. Then t(i,j,k) acts on (~j-~,rt~),(nj-~,rc~), and (Q-1,~). 
If (~+l,~i),(q_1,rr~), and (q_l,nk) are breakpoints, and p removes the three break- 
points, then Xi-1 N 5, Ai N r&-l, and Xi-1 N ?&, i.e., the three breakpoints belong to 
the same cycle of length 3 (see Fig. 4). Similarly, if an operation rt(i,j,k) removes 
three breakpoints then the three breakpoints belong to the same cycle of length 3. 
Notice that an operation r(i,j) can remove at most two breakpoints. Summarizing the 
above, an operation p can reduce at most 3 breakpoints and if p reduces 3 breakpoints 
then the three breakpoints form a cycle of length 3. In the other cases, one operation 
can reduce at most 2 breakpoints. From this, to remove a cycle of length k, we need 
at least k/2 operations for k even and at least (k - 1)/2 operations for k odd. This 
suggests that d(rc) may be at least (b(a) - c(7r))/2, where c(z) is the number of cycles 
in G(x) with odd lengths. 
Call a cycle a k-cycle if its length is k. A k-cycle is an odd cycle if k is odd 
otherwise an even cycle. Let c(x) be the number of odd cycles in G(x). Our goal is to 
prove that d(rc) 2 (b(n) - c(n))/2. The following theorem is the key to get the lower 
bound. 
Theorem 2. For a signed permutation ‘II and an operation p with K’ = 72 . p, let 
G = G(x), G’ = G(z’), b and b’ the number of black edges in G and G’, and c and 
c’ the number of odd cycles in G and G’. Then (b - b’) + (c’ - c),<2. 
Proof. As shown in Fig. 5, we consider an operation p as a process that removes ome 
black (grey) edges from G and then add some black (grey) edges into G to transform 
G into G’. We say an edge (i,j) is removed if (i,j) E G and (i,j) E G’. We say an 
edge is added if (i,j) $ G and (i,j) E G’. Notice that removing edges breaks cycles 
into segments and adding edges joins segments into cycles. Also if a grey edge (i,j) 
is removed by p from a cycle, then the adjacent black edges (k, i) and (j, E) must be 
s-1 “k 
-CD Da0 
‘i-1 ‘j ‘k-1 “i ‘j-1 kx 
Fig. 4. Removing thee breakpoints by one operation. 
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rtt35.7) removes black edges (1,8M7,6),(6,3) and grey edges (6,7) 
from permutation (21875634), 
m_~:-.-++.%@@ 
and then adds black edges (1.5) and (8.3) to get (21567834). 
Fig. 5. Removing/adding edges from/to breakpoint graph. 
removed by p as well. Therefore, a segment reduced by p must have two grey edges 
at the ends (see Fig. 5). From this, we conclude that 
(a) to join one segment into one cycle, we need adding at least one black edge 
and 
(b) to joint two segments into one cycle, we need adding at least two black edges. 
Let D and D’ be the sets of cycles in G and G’, respectively. Call a cycle C an 
old cycle, if C E D and C 4 D’. Call a cycle C a new cycle, if C E D’ and C $ D. 
Obviously, a new cycle has at least one added black edge. By Lemma 1, an operation 
p breaks some cycles in G into segments by removing certain edges first, and then 
joins segments into new cycles. Also, operation p never adds an edge to a cycle which 
is not broken. In what follows, we only concentrate on the changes of black edges. 
Obviously, an opeation p removes at most 3 black edges and adds at most 3 black 
edges, and lb - b’lG3. When we say remove/add black edges, we mean that the black 
(grey) edges are removed/added by an operation p. The theorem is proved on all the 
values of b - b’, case by case. 
CLase b - b’ = 3: In this case, p removes three black edges from G. Since no black 
edge is added, from Lemma 1, the three removed black edges belong to the same cycle 
C and C is a 3-cycle. Obviously p removes C and does not change the length of any 
other cycle in G(n). Thus, c’ - c = -1 and (b - b’) + (c’ - c) = 2. 
Case b - b’ = 2: There are two subcases: (1) p removes two black edges and 
adds no black edge; and (2) p removes three black edges and adds one black edge. 
For subcase (1 ), following a similar argument as the case of b - b’ = 3, the two 
removed black edges must be in the same cycle C and C is a 2-cycle. From this, p 
removes C and p does not change the length of any other cycle. Thus, c’ - c = 0 and 
(b - b’) + (c’ -c) = 2. 
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Now, we prove subcase (2). Since only one black edge is added, there is only one 
new cycle C’. From (a) and (b) as well as Lemma 1, C’ is obtained by joining the 
only segment which is reduced by removing black edges from a cycle. Therefore, the 
three removed black edges belong to the same cycle C. From this, if C’ is a k-cycle, 
then C is a (k +2)-cycle. Also, p does not change the length of any other cycle. Thus, 
c’ - c = 0 and (b - b’) + (c’ - c) = 2. 
Case b - b’ = 1: There are three subcases: (1) p removes one black edge and adds 
no black edge; and (2) p removes two black edges and adds one black edge; and (3) p 
removes three black edges and adds two black edges. For subcases (1) and (2), there 
is at most one new cycle and thus, c’ - c < 1 and (b - b’) + (c’ - c) <2. 
Now, we prove subcase (3). Since only two black edges are added, there are at most 
two new cycles. If there is only one new cycle then c’ -c < 1 and (b-b’) +(c’ -c) < 2. 
Assume that there are two new cycles. If one of new cycles is even then c’ - c< 1 
and (b - b’) + (c’ - c)<2. Assume that both new cycles are odd. Then the sum of 
the lengths of the new cycles is even. This implies that the sum of the lengths of old 
cycles is odd and at least one of the old cycles is odd. Thus, c’ - cd 1 and (b - b’) + 
(c’ - c) <2. 
Case b - b’ = 0: There are three subcases: (1) p removes one black edge and adds 
one black edge; (2) p removes two black edges and adds two black edges; and (3) p 
removes three black edges and adds three black edges. For subcases (1) and (2), there 
are at most two new cycles. From this, c’ - c <2 and (b - b’) + (c’ - c) <2. 
Now, we prove subcases (3). In this case, there are at most three new cycles. We 
also assume that there are three new cycles. If at least one of the new cycles is even 
then c’ - c<2 and (b - b’) + (c’ - c) ~2. Assume that all the new cycles are odd. 
Then the sum of the lengths of the new cycles is odd, and the sum of the lengths of 
the old cycles is odd. From this, at least one of the old cycles is odd as well. Thus, 
c’<c+2 and (b-b’)+(c’-c)<2. 
Case b - b’ < - 1: Since there are at most three new cycles, c’ - c <3 and (b - 
b’)+(c’-c)<2. 0 
From Theorem 2, we can get our lower bound. 
Theorem 3. For a signed permutation n, d(n) 2 b(a) - c(71))/2. 
Proof. Let PI,..., pt be a shortest series of operations transforming A into the identity 
permutation I. Denote r&-‘) = n(‘).pi for 1 <i < t(x(‘) = I) and apply Theorem 2 for 
r#) and pi, we have 
d(#) = d(#-‘)) + 1 
2 d(&*)) + [b@(i)) _ b(,&-1) ) + c(7P-1)) - c(7&9)]/2. 
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From this and d(rc(‘)) = b(rc(‘)) = c(rt(‘)) = 0, we get 
d(?P) - [b(rc(Q) - c(7r(~))]/2 > d(7c (i-1)) _ [Z+&‘-‘)) _ c(7r”-‘9]/2 
3 . . . >d(rP’) - [Z+P’) - c(7P’)]/2 = 0. 
Substituting i = t, the theorem holds. 0 
Since an odd cycle has at least three breakpoints, c(x) < b(7c)/3. Therefore, (b(n) - 
c(7r))/2 > b(x)/3 for any signed permutation rc. On the other hand, based our lower 
bound, it is easy to find permutations of n elements which take at least n/2 operations 
to be sorted by checking the breakpoint graphs. Thus, (b(z) - c(n))/2 gives a better 
measure for the lower bound on d(z). 
4. The 2-approximation algorithm 
For a permutation rc, let r(n) be the number of disjoint cycles in rc. We give an 
algorithm which sorts a signed perrmutation rt into the identity Z by at most b( rc) - r( z) 
operations. We first introduce a few notations to ground the discussion. We say two 
grey edges (xi,, Zi2) and (rtj,, njz) are crossing if il < jl < i2 < j2 or jt < it < 
j2 < i2. 
Lemma 4. Let C be a cycle with a pair of crossing grey edges. Then there exists 
an operation which reduces the length of C by at least one and does not reduce or 
increase the length of any other cycle. 
Proof. Let (Xi,, Xi2 ) and (XZ, , njznj,> be the two crossing grey edges. Without loss of 
generality, we assume il < jl < i2 < j2. Let (rti, TC~, ) and (ni,, r& ) be the black 
edges in C. Then there are four possibilites (see Fig. 6): 
(1) kt = il - 1 and k2 = i2 - 1, 
(2) kl = il - 1 and k2 = i2 + 1, 
(3) kl = il + 1 and k2 = i2 - 1, and 
(4) kl = il + 1 and k2 = i2 + 1. 
Also notice that the black edge (nj,, 7~~ ) lies between the two black edges (nil, nk, ) 
and ($3 nkz ). 
For case (1 ), we cut the segment between the black edges (rtil, nk, ) and (Kj, ,711, ), 
reverse it and then insert it between ?rks and rCiz (see (a) of Fig. 6). Obviously, the 
above operation reduces at least one breakpoint from C. Since the three black edges 
involved in the above operation belong to the same cycle C, the opearion does not 
reduce or increase the length of any other cycle. Similarly, we can show the lemma 
for the other three cases (see (b)-(d) of Fig. 6). 0 
Lemma 5. Let C be a cycle without any crossing grey edges and (nil, niz)(il < iz) 
be a grey edge of C. Then there is a black edge (rj,, nj2) of a d@erent cycle with 
il < j, < j2 < i2. 
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-----__J 
(b) 
Fig. 6. Reduce the length of a cycle with crossing grey edges. 
__---I---------_, 
/---;I:<*,-_, ,,-,,A 
Fig. 7. The cycle without crossing grey edges. 
Proof. Let C be a cycle without any crossing grey edges. Then C must be the cycle 
with the shape given in Fig. 7. Let (ni, , ni2) be a grey edge in C with il < i2. Assume 
that there is no black edge (nj,, nj2 ) with il < jl < j2 < i2 and the elements Zi, . . . Bi;? 
are in an incrasing order. Then Iti, < Ki2. On the other hand, the grey edge from nil is 
connected to the node r& = nil - 1, since rti, . . . ni2 is increasing, a contradiction. Thus, 
there must be a black edge (nj, , nj2) of some other cycle with il < jl < j2 < i2. 0 
For two black edges cl = (ni, , nix) and e2 = (rtj,, Zj2), we say el < e2 if max{ii, i2) 
< minGji&). Given two cycles C and C’, let q,e2,. . . and e{,e&. . . be the black 
edges of C and C’, respectively, where el < e2 < . . . and ei < ei < . . . . We say C 
and C’ are interleaving if ei < ei < e2 < ei or ei < el < ei < e2. 
Lemma 6. Let 71 be a permutation such that for any cycle C of G(n), C does not have 
crossing grey edges. Then there are cycles C and C’ in G(z) that are interleaving. 
Proof. Let C be a cycle in G(x) with the smallest black edge ei. Then from Lemma 
5, there is a black edge e of some other cycle with ei < e < e2. Let ei of the cycle 
C’ be the smallest black edge with ei < ei < e2. If e2 < ei then the lemma holds. 
Otherwise, there is a black edge ey of a different cycle with ei c ey < ei. Repeat the 
above and from the fact that G(X) has finite number of cycles, the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 7. Let C and C’ be two interleaved cycles without any crossing grey edges. 
Then there are two operations which reduce the length of C by one, the length of C’ 
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Fig. 8. Reduce the lengths of interleaved cycles. 
by one, and do not reduce or increase the length of any other cycle. In particular, if 
ICI = IC’I = 2 then there are two operations that eliminate C and C’. 
Proof. Let ei, e2,. . . be the black edges of C and ei, el, . . . be the black edges of C’ with 
ei < ei < e2 < ei. Cut the segment between ei and ei and insert the segment into 
ei. This operation (a transposition) removes black edges (a, b),(c,d),(f,g) and adds 
new black edges (a,d), (f, b), (c,g). It reduces the length of C’ by one and increases 
the length of C by one (see Fig. 8). After this, we cut the segment between the black 
edges (a, d) and e2 and insert the segment into the black edge (f, b). This operation 
(a transposition) reduces the length of C by 2 (Fig. 8). Obviously, the above two 
operations do not change the length of any other cycle. 
If ICI = IC’I = 2 then we can eliminate the two cycles by the above two operations. 
0 
The above three lemmas imply an algorithm which sorts a signed permutation rc into 
I in b(z) - r(n) steps. The algorithm is given in Fig. 9. 
Theorem 8. Algorithm SORT is an O(n2) time 2-approximation algorithm. 
Proof. We first show that algorithm SORT sorts a signed permutation rc into I with 
at most b(n) - r(n) operations, where b(x) is the number of breakpoints and r(rc) is 
the number of disjoint cycles in G(n). From Lemmans 4-7, it is easy to see that a 
cycle C can be eliminated by at most ICI - 1 operations. Let Cl,. . . , C, be the disjoint 
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Algorithm SORT(x); 
begin 
Construct G(n) and let Ct , . . . , C, be the cycles of G(rc); 
while (Xi) do{ 
While (Ci, 1 <i <r, has crossing cycles) do 
{do one operation to reduce the length of Ci by a least one;} 
if 3 interleaved cycles C and C’ then 
{perform two operations to reduce the length of C by one 
and reduce the length of C’ by one, or eliminate C and C’;} 
Fig. 9. Sorting a signed permutation. 
cycles in G(n). Then we can sort rc into I with at most 
l~(lGl - 1) = b(x) - r(n) 
operations. Let c(rc) be the number of odd cycles in G(n). Then r(n) B c(n). From 
Theorem 3, algorithm SORT is a 2-approximation algorithm. 
It takes O(n) time to find a pair of crossing grey edges in a cycle. Finding the 
interleaved cycles C and C’ takes O(n) times as well. One operation p can be executed 
in O(n) time. Thus, algorithm SORT takes O(n2) time. q 
5. Conclusional remarks 
Computational approaches provide efficient tools for large-scale comparative genetic 
mapping which offers exciting prospects for understanding genomes evolution. This 
paper gives the first steps for computing the distance between genomes in the sense 
of global (reversals/transpositions) rearrangements. We transformed the genome rear- 
rangements problem into the problem of sorting a signed permutation by reversals and 
transpositions simultaneously. We proved a non-trivial lower bound on the number 
of operations for the sorting problem and gave a 2-approximation sorting algorithm. 
The algorithm can be used to compare the order of appearance of identical genes 
in the genomes of species that provides an efficeient approach to check the smiliar- 
ity between genomes based on global rearragements. The algorithm, however, does 
not handle the local mutations in genomes that is another key factor in genome evolu- 
tions. Combining with the classical alignment algorithms which handle local mutations, 
the algoritbrn could be used to analyze practical genome data. In this paper we con- 
sider reversals and transpositions as global rearrangements of genomes. Another impor- 
tant global rearrangement is duplications of segments of genomes. Genome rearrange- 
ments by duplications have been frequently observed in higher organisms. Developing 
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algorithms which can also handle duplications is worth further researches. Other future 
works include reducing the error bound (currently 2) further and applying the algorithm 
to practical biology data. 
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